Absorb It. Wipe It. Contain It.
Whether your business involves a factory floor, a lab, fleet operations
or has environmental impact concerns, we have a Liquid Safety
Solution for your operation. More than just spill control, our team is
focused on helping businesses:
•
•
•
•

High Vis Sorbents
Post a warning sign while managing leaks,
drips and spills with these pads, rolls,
wipes and convenience packs.

Prevent slips, trips and falls
Meet OSHA and EPA regulations
Reduce Risk
And yes, be prepared when that spill does happen

Absorbent Mats & Rugs
Mats and rugs tailored to meet the
absorbency and durability demands of
traffic areas and specialty applications.

Sorbent Pads & Rolls

Specialty Sorbents

Universal, Oil Only and HazMat, pads and
rolls to meet all of your application needs.

Socks, pillows and drum top covers for
those hard to manage areas.

Wipers

Rags

Complete selection of wipers: airlaid, DRC,
scrim, spunlace, hydrospun, food service,
delicate task and meltblown.

New and reclaimed rags and towels metal
scanned for your customers’ safety.

Disinfecting Wipes

Spill Kits

In high demand, wiper kits and wet wipes
for cleaning and disinfecting.

Spills happen... be prepared when
they do. Available in a variety of sizes,
configurations and applications.

Customer Service:

(800) 369-5524

sales@foxscientific.com

Absorb It. Wipe It. Contain It.

Lab & Cleanroom
Sorbents and kits designed for the lab and
healthcare environment as well as lint free
for cleanrooms.

Neutralizers & Classifiers

Secondary Containment

Identify and render hazardous spills safe
to handle and dispose.

Comply with EPA SPCC regulations limiting
the spread and issues associated with a
spill.

Marine Sorbents

Stormwater Compliance

Absorb surface hydrocarbons while
repelling water and preventing further
migration of the spill.

Keep sediment and other pollutants from
entering the water system.

Granular Absorbents

Ancillary Spill Control

Clay as well as alternatives from cellulose
and mineral sources like Magic Monkee.

Utility trays, plugging compounds and our
Hands-In-Bag® atmoshperic chambers.

